
Solution Brief

Automated Security and Compliance
for Kubernetes
The exploding use of container orchestration calls for solutions to secure Kubernetes 
environments despite unique challenges. Ermetic protects K8s environments and 
enables compliance with accuracy and ease, freeing Dev/Ops to scale Kubernetes 
with confidence.

Why a Specialized Solution for K8s Security?
Kubernetes environments function as “a cloud within a cloud.” To achieve visibility and 
control in complex multi-cloud frameworks, solutions for securing Kubernetes clusters 
must be built for that purpose. Using K8s managed services? Your cloud provider secures 
only the infrastructure – you are responsible for securing your data that runs on it.

What Are the Challenges?
Kubernetes' powerful management of containerized workloads and services introduces 
complex security challenges especially in multicloud environments. These issues include 
a lack of visibility into settings, misuse of images, breakdowns in communication and 
runtime monitoring difficulties. Existing tools only provide simple analysis, leading to false 
positives that hamper developer productivity and miss detecting risks. They lack risk 
correlation that enables teams to address and mitigate what matters most.

Use Cases for Securing K8s using Ermetic
Using Ermetic gives you insight and control for diverse Kubernetes security use cases:

Full, runtime visibility into Kubernetes resources across multicloud deployments

Vulnerability management that scans container images in K8s clusters

Detection of misconfigurations and malware

Least privilege enforcement for user and service identities in Kubernetes RBAC

Compliance mapping to K8s policies and audit reports

Workload risk prioritization, proactive alerts and detailed remediation steps

Threat detection and integration with SIEM and other tools for fast incident response
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What Ermetic KSPM Can Do for You
Ermetic automates agentless scanning and secure management of Kubernetes 
clusters in AWS, Azure and Google Cloud. It provides single-pane visibility into 
resources beyond containers, including virtual machines, serverless functions and 
K8s clusters. It combines KSPM with CWP, CSPM, CIEM and IaC to see within 
Kubernetes components including network and internal RBAC. It detects, prioritizes 
and remediates container vulnerabilities and risks with pinpoint accuracy. 

Ermetic KSPM capabilities include:

Complete inventory. Get detailed, contextualized visibility into all Kubernetes 
resources including clusters, nodes, namespaces, deployments, servers and 
service accounts

Continuous posture assessment. Easily detect misconfigurations in cloud and
K8s resources

Role-based access control. See deeply into K8s RBAC including identities, 
permissions and policies; remediate access risks and ensure least privilege

Prioritization and remediation. Prioritize security gaps across K8s, workloads, 
identities, cloud configurations, and send alerts and how-tos via
standard workflows
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Ermetic monitors standards and best practice compliance including 
CIS Kubernetes for AWS, Azure and GCP



Network configuration. See into network related issues such as API access, 
misconfigured unauthorized access between pods and insecure 
communications

Compliance and governance. Continuously audit compliance against 
standards and benchmarks including CIS for Kubernetes; govern access with 
fine-grained policies

The Ermetic user experience tames security complexity and empowers DevOps 
stakeholders to maximize Kubernetes innovation with confidence.  
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Ermetic accurately prioritizes Kubernetes security gaps and accelerates remediation
with how-tos integrated in standard engineering workflows



The Ermetic Platform - CNAPP

What Customers Are Saying

Contact us!

To learn more or schedule a demo: info@ermetic.com
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Ermetic is giving [us] IAM security, cloud expertise and cloud posture 
security. It is an independent tool providing transparency and deep, 

unified insight into our cloud architecture.

Andreas Pfau
Tribe Lead Business Solutions at Bilfinger
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Ermetic Holistic Cloud Native 
Application Protection Platform

Ermetic offers Kubernetes security 
posture management (KSPM) as part 
of its comprehensive cloud-native 
application protection platform 
(CNAPP) for AWS, Azure and GCP.
The platform automates security
and compliance from development
to runtime. Its capabilities include 
best-in-class cloud infrastructure 
entitlement management (CIEM)
as well as cloud security posture 
management (CSPM), cloud workload 
protection (CWP), Kubernetes security 
(KSPM) and infrastructure as code
(IaC) security.

https://www.facebook.com/ermeticsec/
https://twitter.com/ermeticsec
https://www.linkedin.com/company/ermetic/

